Why SSDs for Ultrathins

High Expectations for Ultrathins

Ultrabook™ devices and ultrathins are expected to dominate the general mobile PC space. Poised to become the platform of choice for mobile computing, ultrathins deliver their most impressive benefits because of Flash storage.

Ultrathin PCs are great devices—sleek and thin and fast. But they get even better with a solid state drive.

SSDs provide one of the most powerful system boosts available. As more consumers start experiencing firsthand the incredible advantages that SSDs provide, there will be no going back to hard drives. The user experience is just that much better with SSDs.

SSD Advantages

No waiting
Because SSDs don’t have any mechanical moving parts to slow things down, they respond at the push of a button, providing instant-on responsiveness and nearly instantaneous application load times.

Longer use
SSDs require less power to operate, which helps extend battery life.

Rock solid
Thanks to their simple design, SSDs are rugged, reliable, and resistant to the common drops, bumps, falls, shocks, temperature swings, and vibrations that are inevitable with daily use.

Freedom
Smaller and lighter than HDDs, SSDs are designed with mobility in mind.

Peace and quiet
With no noisy spinning parts, SSDs are silent.